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Abstract: In this paper, vibrations reduction of piston engine of ultralight aircrafts
was studied with considering a combination of experimental, analytical and
numerical methods. Analytical equations of dynamic absorber were obtained.
Afterward, experimental test was used to determine the system torque. Due to the
difficulty of obtaining experimental data, the amount of angular acceleration and
then velocity and angular displacement were calculated numerically using
MATLAB software and verified with experimental results with a difference of less
than 2%. Different components of the system were designed with reverse
engineering method using SolidWorks software. After data transmission to Adams
software, vibrational analysis of the system was performed and validated with
analytical results with a difference of less than 1.91%. A suitable dynamic absorber
was selected. The results showed that engine vibrations is reduced up to 40%.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Today, it is one of importance for industries to have
dynamic solutions for disturbing vibrations in the case
of dynamic systems and characterizing their dynamic
behavior. In this field, designers and engineers have
concentrated on vibrations reduction of aircraft engines
especially in the case of ultralight aircraft due to wide
application in aero-industries. Ultralight aircraft usually
are equipped with piston engines to propel the aircraft
structure. These aircraft engines are similar to
automobiles engines structurally but they are larger and
work in higher rotating velocities conditions. When the
natural frequency of engine reaches the external
excitation frequency, the resonance phenomenon occurs
which leads to maximum displacement of vibrating
system that it can cause to its devastation.
It is really important to concern with the engine
vibrations as well as dynamic behavior due to structural
deteriorative events as in case of resonance effect [1].
The internal torque variation of the piston engine
generates resonance for crankshaft and propeller [2].
One of the easiest solutions for inhibition of
deteriorative vibrations is a dynamic absorber that is
recommended to use in each step of design, fabrication
till running. The main terms of dynamic absorbers are
such as mass, hardness, and structural damping which
determine the natural frequency of structure [3–5]. The
engine vibrations may originate from a lack of damping
of reciprocating arrays, lack of isolator, and dynamic
absorbers [6-7].
Genta & et al. [8-9] studied the stability of rotating blade
arrays and the effect of disk-blade interaction on the
disc. If the blade length exceeds from the disc radius, the
resonance occurs in a range more than critical velocity,
in-plane motions of the blade make instability and blades
are stable in the case of smaller disc length. The
instability is not affected by blade damping even if
internal damping occurs. Lin & et al. analyzed the free
vibration of a non-uniform beam with restrained root and
with a concentrated mass at the end [10]. Dynamic
analysis of concentrated mass effect, devastating effect
of vibration, and Green function for beam are
investigated. Rao & et al. represented a method for
approximate calculation of the natural frequencies as
well as the number of modes for a finite element in
continuum systems [11].
Turhan and Bulut have investigated the effect of
multistage rotor-blade systems vibrations and natural
frequency due to rotor torsional vibration modes [12].
Yang and Huang have investigated the modal analysis of
shaft-disk-blades systems vibrations using the Galerkin
method [13]. The resonance occurs when an excitation
frequency equal to the number of free vibrations of
crankshaft occurs. The gas pressure torque leads to
periodic forces with a frequency quantity twice the
© 2021 IAU, Majlesi Branch

fundamental vibrations frequency [14]. The opposed
piston engines are wildly used and studied in many
industrial cases [15–19]. It is difficult to always analyze
the motor engine of aircraft experimentally, so the
numerical analysis is needed to select suitable vibration
absorbers. The type and qualification of absorbers are
investigated in many types of research [20–27].
The aim of this work is reduction of vibrations of
ultralight aircraft engine. Hence, application of these
type of aircraft is noticeably increasing but any access to
experimental test of vibrations increases costs and
demands equipment. Thus theoretical and numerical
analysis of these engines become more important which
is considered in our work. The analysis of the dynamic
absorber is carried out and the related equations are
calculated. Afterward, experimental measurement is
carried out to obtain torque of piston engine during
different rotating velocity. Due to experimental
limitations of measurements, analytical analysis is
employed. Therefore, theoretical calculations are written
in MATLAB code and validated with experimental
results. Various components are designed with reverse
engineering method using SolidWorks software to
analyze system vibration. Then natural frequencies of
system are calculated by transmitting data to Adams
software. Finally, vibrations reduction of engine was
obtained with implementing the dynamic absorber.

2

DYNAMIC ABSORBER EQUATIONS

Dynamic absorber decreases vibration amplitude so that
the effect of disturbing vibrations on the piston engine
decreases. The three main characteristics are mass,
stiffness and damping. To reduce the amplitude of
vibrations, analyses of system must be determined.
Figure 1 represents the free diagram of dynamic
absorber. The related equations are described as below.

Fig. 1

Free diagram of the dynamic absorber.

mx 2 + cx 2 + kx 2 = Fsin ωt

(1)

Considering harmonic motion of the engine:
x1 ( t ) = X1 sin ωt

(2)
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F = X1 1 +

cω
k

(3)

“Eqs. (2)-(3)ˮ are used in order to solve “Eq. (1)ˮ, so
there is:
F

X2 =

( k − mω )
2

2

(4)

+ ω2 c 2

The engine vibrations are considered as a harmonic
transmitted force in “Eq. (5)ˮ.

kt 2 + 2 ct 2

2
=
1

(k − J  )
2

t

0

2

(5)

+ 2 ct 2

The torsional vibration amplitude (θ) ratio of the piston
engine in the case of using dynamic absorber has been
calculated concerning [11]. Harmonic response of a
damping system is attributed to “Eq. (6)ˮ considering
“Eq. (5)ˮ.
θ
=
θst

1

(1 − r )
2

2

+ (1 − 2 δ r )

2

(6)

The damping coefficient of vibration absorber is free of
mass and hardness as in “Eq. (11)ˮ with reference to [11]

θst =

M
kt

3

EXPERIMENTAL MESEARMENT

Experimental measurement is carried out to obtain
amount of total torque. The rotating velocity of propeller
and engine is measured using a digital camera which can
analyse a movie of the rotating propeller. Fig. 2a
represents the piston engine configuration. The ultralight
aircraft model fabricated for experimental testing
represented in “Fig. 2bˮ. Some properties of the engine
are shown in “Table 1ˮ.
Table 1

Qualification of 100 HP four-stroke opposedpiston engine
Weight
Parameter
Value
Parameter
(Kg)
Longitudinal
Engine and
motion in the
61 mm
56.6
gearbox
cylinder
Piston
Piston diameter
84 mm
0.32
weight
Connecting rod
Connecting
longitudinal
93.75 mm
0.474
rod weight
motion
Crank radius
30.5 mm
Crankshaft
3.58

(7)

r=

ω
ωn

(8)

δ=

c
2 J 0 ωn

(9)

ωn =

natural frequency (ωn) and inertia torque I0. To decrease
the amplitudes of the torsional vibration, the damping
coefficient should be considered more than the resulted
value from “Eq. (11)ˮ. The coefficient is determined
with a calculation of the amplitude of the angular
vibrations and the total torque acting on the engine.

kt
J0

(10)

Considering “Eq. (7) to (10)ˮ, the damping coefficient
of vibration absorber is free of mass and hardness as in
“Eq. (11)ˮ. So there is:
2

2

 kt 
2
M 
ct = 
 + 2 kt I 0 −    − ( I 0 )



 

(11)

Because of the difficulty of torsional stiffness
calculation (Kt), the term is calculated with obtaining
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Fig. 2

(a): Piston engine configuration and (b) fabricated
model of aircraft system for experimental test.
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Figure 3 describes the results of engine experiments such
as gas pressure on the piston, total torque in the rotating
velocity range of 1849 to 5800 RPM to confirm the
accuracy of the results. It represents an approximately
uniform increase of torque versus increasing rotating.
The maximum gas pressure value has been obtained 54
atm.

pressure torque is calculated with resultant of the four
torque plots for four pistons.

Fig. 4

Fig. 3

4
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Gas pressure on the piston at 720 degrees of engine
rotations with 100 HP.

Experimental results of variations of torque and gas
pressure versus rotation velocity.

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM

Due to the limitations of the experimental method, the
analytical method is used to determine the angular
values of acceleration, velocity and displacement. The
dynamic equations is extracted with reference to [28].
The total torque is consistent with five important terms
based on “Eq. (12)ˮ such as gas pressure torque (Mg),
inertia torque of elements (Mi), the torque due to applied
loads (Ml), gravity torque (MG), and friction torque (Mf)
due to contact of different parts with the axis of rotation.
 M total = M g + M i − M f − M l − M G

(12)

Analytical analysis of both terms of Mg and Mi has been
studied during working time steps for a piston and the
results has been generalized to four pistons [28]. To
calculate the value of the gas pressure torque,
instantaneous equations of torque for each piston is
investigated separately in 200 steps process using
MALAB software. Gas pressure value in 5800 RPM is
already analyzed as represented in “Fig. 4ˮ and the result
is utilized in “Fig. 5ˮ.
The inertia torque plot seems harmonic but in the case of
gas pressure, the red dashed line reaches the maximum
as well as minimum values. The torque value is negative
when the gas pressure is applied, but it turns to
maximum value after the combustion step. The total gas

Fig. 5
Inertia torque (blue line) and gas pressure torque
(red dashed line) and resultant torque on a piston (black
starred line) in rotation velocity of 5800 RPM.

The friction torque (Mf) includes friction of piston with
involved parts such as box and ring, and friction of box
with involved elements such as camshaft, bearing under
loading, or without loading. Thus the total friction torque
value for different piston engines is obtained as below
regarding [29]. The total friction torque value is
approximately 4% lower of the sum of inertia and gas
pressure torque and, thus the torque resulted from
friction forces is neglected.

M

f

(

< 0.04× M g +M i

)

(13)
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Besides, the value of Ml is approximately negligible due
to the lack of any considerable applied load on the
system. The gravity torque (MG) is also negligible due to
flat engine type that its equivalent torque is
approximately zero. Consequently, the total torque of
the system is obtained. By the way, “Eq. (14)ˮ is for
calculation of variations of angular acceleration.
¨

M = I 

7 shows the variations of angular acceleration in a
complete engine rotation of 5800 RPM.

(14)

Figure 6 shows the gas pressure resultant torque plot in
the 720-degree of engine rotation for four pistons
without considering the phase difference due to different
rotating velocities. Finally, the total torque plot is
obtained in 5800 RPM.

Fig. 7

Angular acceleration variations plot in a complete
engine rotation cycles (4π), 5800 RPM.

The integration of the angular acceleration variations
term concludes variation of angular velocity using
MATLAB software and repeating the mathematical
action leads to variations of angular displacement as
shown in “Fig. 8ˮ.

Fig. 6
Gas pressure torque (red, blue, green, purple dashed
lines for four pistons), the resultant of gas pressure torque
(black line) and the total torque (blue line) for 100 HP engine,
5800 RPM.

The obtained total torque value is shown in “Table 2ˮ
and compared with experiment. The difference in results
is lower than 2% that has acceptable accuracy.
Table 2 Comparison of calculated and experimental torque in
5800 RPM velocity
Result
Experimental
Theoretical
Difference
Torque
106.1
108
1.84%
(N.m)

5

NATURAL FREQUENCY

In the case of angular acceleration calculation, the
difference value of the average of torques from the total
torque is calculated then the remained plot is divided by
the value of inertia torque as based on “Eq. (14)ˮ. Figure

© 2021 IAU, Majlesi Branch

Fig. 8

Variation of angular velocity and displacement in
rotating velocity of 5800 RPM.

The variation of angular velocity ratio versus different
rotating velocity is represented in “Fig. 9ˮ, which shows
a slight decrease of angular velocity variations ratio as
∆θ̇

∆θ̇

= 0.026 to
= 0.0241 with increasing engine
θ
angular velocity in the range of 3800 to 5800 RPM, that
are approximately equal. In other words, the phase
θ
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difference of different angular velocities during engine
rotations is not considered in our calculations.

In the next step, the model is transferred to Adams
software environment in STEP format with the module
of (Adams/ Engine). The pendulum test which is one of
the common methods to obtain inertia torque of an
object with irregular geometry, is used to obtain the
inertia torque of the connecting rod. The vibrations
period of the connecting rod of 0.615 sec is obtained
from the test that is repeated for all parts of system. The
variation of angular velocity that is resulted from the test
in engine rotation of 5800 RPM is described in “Fig. 11ˮ
in the case of the connecting rod. The Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) analysis is represented in “Fig. 12ˮ.

Fig. 11
Fig. 9

variations of angular velocity ratio versus different
angular velocity.

In order to select the suitable vibration damper, natural
frequencies of the system are required. Due to the
limitations of theoretical analysis, hardware
requirements and economic problems, it is not possible
to use the experimental testing process to obtain natural
frequency, so numerical simulation is used. According
to “Fig. 8ˮ, variations of angular displacement was
calculated using MATLAB software. In order to validate
the modeling results, numerical analysis is employed,
thus the crankshaft, pistons, propeller, and other
sidepieces arrays are modeled and assembled using
SolidWorks software as shown in “Fig. 10ˮ. Each part is
separately modeled and assembled for complete
structure design using the assembly option of the
software. The designed model was entered into Adams
software environment to investigate angular
displacement and natural frequency of system.
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Fig. 12

Angular velocity versus time of the connecting rod
from pendulum test from Adams software.

FFT curve of connecting rod in Adams Software.

The maximum angular displacement variation has a
peak to peak distance of 0.0365 Rad calculated from
MATLAB software, and has a value of 0.0358 Rad
obtained from Adams software. “Table 3ˮ describes the
difference between theoretical and modeled results that
confirms accuracy of results, so the natural frequency of
system can be achieved. The Frequency modes of
system are obtained in “Table 4ˮ.
Table 3 Peak to peak maximum displacement in 5800 RPM
velocity
Result
Theoretical
Modeled
Difference
Displacement
0.0365
0.0358
1.91%
(Rad)
Table 4 Modes of vibrations from Adams software

6

Fig. 10 Modeling of assembly of the piston, connecting
rod, crankshaft and propeller arrays using SolidWorks
software.

Frequency

Mode 1

Torsional Natural
frequency (Hz)

381.34

Mode
2
521.18

Mode 3
956.76

DETERMINATION OF DYNAMIC ABSORBER

According to Equations (1-11), the dynamic absorber
properties are determined, the damping coefficients are
shown in “Fig. 13”, which describes the relation between
transmission coefficient (X1/X2) and frequency ratio

© 2021 IAU, Majlesi Branch
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(𝜔/𝜔n) for different damping ratios. The damping ratio
is selected between 0.05 to 1 if the amount of (𝜔/𝜔n) is
more than √2, while the value of 1 to 5 is related to
(𝜔/𝜔n) lower than 1. The variations of engine torque and
maximum angular displacement are 286 N.m. and
0.0365 Rad respectively. Thus, the minimum damping
capability of dynamic absorber is obtained 14.21
(N.m/Rad). Considering the natural frequency of 380
Hz, the damping ratio is selected in the range of 1 to 5.

Fig. 15

Fig. 13

Variations of transmission coefficient versus
frequency ratio [11].

To compare the damping capability of dynamic absorber
with different masses, two dynamic absorber of 50 and
100 g were investigated. Figures14-15 show changes in
the damping coefficient of 100 and 50 g of dynamic
absorber, respectively. Doubling the absorber mass does
not significantly increase the damping coefficient, and
due to the mass limitations of using eight dynamic
absorber connected in pairs in a four-piston engine, the
50g absorber is selected.

a) Damping coefficient versus stiffness of a 50gram absorber, b) magnification part of a).

Figure 16 represents the maximum angular displacement
with (blue line) and without (red line) dynamic absorber
which at least 40% of vibrations amplitude is decreased
by using an absorber. Peak to peak distance of curves
with and without absorber are 0.022 and 0.0365 Rad,
respectively. When the value of displacement is close to
zero, the displacement values are approximately equal
with and without dynamic absorber, but the differences
of values turn to increase with increasing displacement.
In other words, damping capability will increase with
increasing displacement as well as vibrations.

Fig. 16 Maximum displacement curves with and without
dynamic absorber as blue and red lines, respectively.

Fig. 14 a) Damping coefficient variation versus stiffness of
a 100-gram absorber, b) magnification part of a).

© 2021 IAU, Majlesi Branch

It might seem that using a flywheel decreases the engine
vibrations instead of dynamic absorber but it increases
the weight of the system and also the system balance

Int J Advanced Design and Manufacturing Technology, Vol. 14/ No. 1/ March – 2021
turns into a practical difficulty. Thus the best way for
decreasing the vibrations is by using a dynamic
absorber.

7

CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this research was vibrations
reduction of the ultralight aircraft engine to provide body
safety in working condition of engine in flight. In the
first step, the analytical equations of the dynamic
absorber were calculated. Afterward, experimental
measurement of gas pressure torque and total torque was
carried out in the rotating velocity range of 1849 to 5800
RPM. Due to the limitations of experimental testing,
theoretical analysis of system was calculated and
implemented as code in MATLAB software. In order to
verify the written code, the torques applied to the system
and the amount of pressure applied to the piston were
compared with the experimental results, which showed
a difference of less than 2%. Beside, variations of
angular velocity ratio in different rotating velocities
represent a constant ratio approximately that is attributed
to all engine rotation range, leading to approximately
similar variations of displacement and vibrations.
For vibration analysis of the system, according to the
limitations of theoretical analysis, the exact
specifications of various components of the ultralight
aircraft engine were assembled by reverse engineering,
especially the propeller was modeled by 3D scanning
and converting cloud points to solid model in
SolidWorks software. Adams software was used to
analyze natural frequencies of the system. The variations
of angular displacement obtained from numerical and
theoretical methods has a difference of 1.91%, which
confirmed the simulation results.
In order to reduce the engine vibrations, using the
dynamic absorber characteristics obtained from the
analytical equations and considering the mass
limitations, the damping coefficient of two dynamic
absorbers of 50 and 100 g was compared. Due to the lack
of significant increase in damping capability by
doubling mass, the 50 g absorber was used. The results
showed that the use of eight 50 g dampers, which are
connected in pairs, can reduce the vibration amplitude of
the system up to 40%.

8

NOMENCLATURE

I

Damping coefficient of the absorber
(N.m.s/rad)
Inertia torque(kg.m2)

Kθ

Transformation ratio

Ct

Kt

Torsional stiffness (N.m/rad)

m

Absorber mass

x

Position of piston

ẋ

Velocity of piston

𝑥̈

Acceleration of piston

M

Torque (N.m)

r

Radius of crankshaft

98

Greek symbols

θ̇

Vibration amplitude without dynamic
absorber
Vibration amplitude with dynamic
absorber
Angular velocity (rad/s)

θ̈

Angular acceleration (rad/s2)

𝜔

Frequency (rad/s)

ωn

Natural frequency

θ1
θ2
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